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"If I Ran the Zoo"

Prefacing whatever political statement one is making with something derogatory about 
Trump/Putin takes the place of a flag pin on a lapel, the verbal equivalent of 'kicking the 
doorman' $20 to gain entrance to the club. Otherwise rational Americans genuflect 
qualifiers, 'not that I support Trump/Putin', before venturing into murky political waters.

Prefacing with a denial, anything opposed to the established narrative, is intended to 
demonstrate patriotism, and has become associated, not with a named derangement 
syndrome' (Trump/Putin), instead, a mass hysteria 'derangement syndrome' of its own.    

It's passed-off as hyperbole to describe conditions factually. Recent revelations re-
portedly corroborate that not only were Fauci and Co. behind creating the virus that we 
spent 3 years dealing with, but they planned the development of it, not in US level 4 
safety labs, but reportedly in a level 2 safety lab in Wuhan, China. It will be interesting 
to see that 'lying little sack of Fauci' appear before Congress, the 2nd week of January.

Another thing: as it comes clear that development of the virus was a military project, 
publicized weeks before by the WEF, now we get this movie (in cahoots with Obama), 
"Leave the World Behind", plotted around 'cyber-warfare'. And once again with WEF 
warnings of an impending cyber war—more 'coming attractions'—to a theater near you.

Elites no longer need to lie—they just come out and say it—whatever it is. They want 
us to know of their plans. In the wake of elite insanity, presidential candidates attempt 
to outdo neocons—professing a 'love to see the heads of Hamas leaders, up on pikes'.

Our national history and the way our nation was built is under attack. Washington, 
Jefferson, and the rest, are each viewed as old, white, entitled, bigoted slavers, without 
mention that the age of the average signer of the Declaration of Independence was 
under 30. For white Americans, identified as founders, there is nothing good to be said.

For Mark Twain and his character, 'Huck Finn', who did all he could to get his friend, 
'nigger Jim', to a free state, they are 'pilloried' for language—and canceled. And, for Dr. 
Seuss, whose books (including the one from which comes my title), were read to us in 
grade school—his books have been moved from the 'hero aisle'—to the 'enemy stack'.

Misinformation is anything, especially factual, that questions the official narrative.  
Our future is to be written on how the public reacts when Fauci/Co. is shown to be 'ly-
ing sons of bitches' they are, If the mayhem caused by that man is not recognized and 
he walks quietly into the sunset—that's another 'coming attraction' for a US demise.



2024 will be the year when outcomes of battles become known—and possibly the 
war between the elite and plebeians gets decided. If we are to defeat the elite we must 
remain composed, with a reflective overview and systematic facts to make our case. 
Outside of bloodshed, remaining steadfast while rational—is the tactic that can prevail.

So, what would I do if 'I ran the zoo'? Knowing the lifespan for a reflective president 
to be at great risk—I'd move quickly. Convene those who would close only 700 of 900 
military bases—make them constitutionally defend each of the 200 they would retain. 

To buy some time, move to replace heads of most 3 letter acronyms: CIA/Ray Mc-
Govern, FBI/with a constitutional sheriff, Secretary of State/Douglas MacGregor Fed/
Ron Paul, DOJ/Andrew Napolitano, FCC/a pardoned Julian Assange. So many more .

 Acting quickly, I would purposely risk domestic chaos with a return to a gold/silver 
standard. Certain in the knowledge that time is of the essence, host sit-down talks with 
America in support of a US intention to reenter the global community, asking that dur-
ing this time of change that nations cease selling US bonds/securities for 120 days— 
giving needed time to adjust to a US foreign policy of free trade and global sovereignty.

Would the world support us? Best be on the phone, daily, to convince Lavrov/Xi  of 
the sincerity of our turnabout—and how much the success of which depends on them. 

Recognizing election protocol is constitutionally mandated to states, I'd nevertheless 
strong-arm states to discontinue mail-in/absentee ballots, while insisting that all states, 
especially those with suspect election histories, conduct the vote with paper and pencil.

A move to end criminalization of privacy would require an executive order mandating 
all social networks be re-classified as 'public utilities'—with 'free speech/open debate' 
as requisite for licensing—1st Amendment rights conveyed to each/every American.

Another talk with Americans, with each citizen asked to show allegiance to the Con-
stitution, the Bill of Rights, and to the republic for which it stands. In return, assurances 
that 'due process' is to become the measure of jurisprudence—for 'inalienable rights'.

Then summon John Roberts to the Oval Office, reminding him that while recognizing 
the autonomy of the Supreme Court (as seated for life with 'good behavior'), that re-
fusal to take up constitutional cases in an effort to hold back from 'political imbroglio'—
is antithetical to the founders view of a Supreme Court—as final constitutional arbiter. 

Then, disband the FDA/CDC, and their offshoots, NIH, etcetera. Demand that Con-
gress take back the policy-making  they handed-off to agencies. If lawmakers found the 
task too daunting, to seek other livelihood, or, pass fewer laws to burden the citizens. I 
would recall for them my election platform:  to end the 3 letter playground for monsters.

Describe our situation to Americans as a Super Bowl in the 4th quarter, down by 2 
touchdowns—where only an ultimate team effort will gain the victory. And, unlike the 
last time, in 1929, that Americans faced 'depression', socialism would not be employed 
to save us—this time is do or die. Get off our asses and do what needs to be done.

Remind Americans that the US is dead on arrival on the world stage. That we've 
made slaves or enemies of everyone out there. That we may have time to turn it 
around—but only if the rest world recognizes our sincerity and has trust in our stead-
fast desire to change direction. After having done what can be done—we wait and see. 

Of course, it is a bit of fiction to think on an Executive capable of changing the 
course of 'the ship of state', as described. But it is not a fiction to clearly see evil inten-
tions and how they are used to program the plebeians. Next article—Happy Holidays!  
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